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Abstract—Paper addresses research and development of 

prototype of a river, remotely operated vehicle for underwater 

search and rescue tasks. Paper considers results of designing 

conducted to achieve optimal mechanical structure of the system 

with aim to diminish hydrodynamic drags and enable reliable 

and accurate operation in conditions of strong water streaming 

and low visibility. Special attention in the paper is dedicated to 

control design. Hybrid control scheme is proposed as 

combination of model-based and knowledge-based control 

approach.  Model-based control ensures compensation of main 

dynamic effects in the system, including inertial, centrifugal and 

gravitational forces but also hydrostatic thrust force and 

hydrodynamic drags. Time-delay in the system is compensated 

by implementing complementary fuzzy block that ensures 

smooth navigation and soft transitions between different system 

states. System modeling and simulation results are used to 

validate control concept and appropriate choice of driving 

actuators. 

Keywords—Remotely operated vehicle; underwater robot;robot 

hydrodynamics; poly-articular robot arm 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The subject of research and development presented in this 
paper regards to prototype development of a remotely operated 
vehicle (ROV) for underwater tasks. That regards to 
development of a river underwater robot-grebe intended for 
guided underwater search, underwater camera shooting, 
monitoring and inspection of objects and infrastructure 
installation in the water, rescue missions, ecologic tasks of 
cleaning and waste disposal removing and sampling of river 
bottom material as well as assistance in extraction submerged 
objects from river. The prototype of the underwater robot-
explorer is intended for use on big and smooth rivers (not 
trouble highland waters). That are mainly lowland rivers with 
large water potential (water flow), whose streaming speed 
neither overcomes 5-7.5 km/h nor depth 15-20 m. 

These watercourses are characterized by high quantity of 
sediments (small particles of various river material) carried by 
the water current that causes relatively low underwater 
visibility of only 1-2 m. River watercourses frequently push 
(roll down) inside the water the bigger pieces of biological, 
industrial or constructional waste (fallen trees, stumps, dead 
animals, industrial material, plastic packaging, etc.), too. On 
the river bottom frequently the submerged and impaired sailing 
crafts and vehicles  (e.g. ships, boats, cars, etc.), dangerous 
objects  (e.g. unexploded bombs from former wars), toxic and 

harmful industrial material (thrown in the water to lost from the 
barges), then residuals of the former infrastructure (buildings, 
bridges, water fronts, etc.), immersed archeological locations, 
canalization pipes, etc.  Rivers, by their huge flow power, often 
make the water vortexes that additionally complicate any kind 
of underwater searching and rescue tasks. 

II. STATE-OF-THE-ART 

Recent era witnessed ever expanding applications of robots. 

Under-water vehicles were initially taken into operation for 

military applications. Dated back to 1950‘s, the Royal Navy of 

Great Britain employed a submersible for recovering torpedoes 

and removal of undersea mines. In 1960‘s, a Cable-Controlled 

Underwater Recovery Vehicle (CURV) intended for rescue and 

recovery operations in a deep-sea was realized by US Navy that 

were succeeded by CURV II and CURV III. 

ROV has substantial occupation in service to the human 

beings for exploring oceanic world and dealing with 

underwater deployments. Scientific literature does not pin 

point the first ROV developed historically. The CUTLET 

ROV has been categorically highlighted as a pioneer remotely 

operated oceanic fellow that was developed and introduced by 

the Royal Navy in 1950‘s to recover practice torpedoes [1]. 

This vehicle was remained operational till 1980‘s. 

The first time that ROV's gained significant recognition [2] 

which was due to role of CURV in recovery operations in 

Mediterranean Sea [1]. The most prominent operation 

conducted by CURV III was retrieval of a manned underwater 

vehicle from Irish Sea near Cork in 1973 saving the pilots of 

Pisces [2]. 

For visual analysis of underwater structures, an 

observation class ROV design was proposed in 2010. The 

system was devised for Federal Mexican Oil Company to 

inspect pipelines, oil production units and other structures in 

deep waters [3].  

Human-Sized ROV with Dual-Arm, as the name 

suggested, this ROV is capable of working like a diver by 

performing its tasks with two hands. It has been tested at the 

depth of 10-20meters in Biwa Lake, Japan [4].  

Hybrid ROV Marine Environmental Sciences MARUM 

(University of Bremen, Germany) is working on a design 

ROV/Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) for high-risk 

zones like under-ice operations, hydrothermal vents and harsh 

topography near the seabed [5].  
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III. TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS 

The ROV for river underwater tasks in this paper is 

designed to operate in slow streaming (0-3.0 km/h) or 

moderately fast (3.0-5.5 km/h) lowland rivers. The robot is 

designed to operate in depth that notovercomes 20 m. The 

robot should be built of durable, impact-resistive, water-proof 

composite materials. The operation range (workspace) is 

limited to maximally 50 m from the basis station (boat on the 

river surface, Fig. 1) due to the strong drags caused by 

freshwater streaming. Robot is permanently in physical 

contact (connected) with basis station (Fig. 1) due to the safety 

reasons (to prevent loosing), power supply and permanent 

communication keeping. This operation range of 50 m 

represents a trade-off between system reachability, safety and 

power supply feasibility. Full system autonomy (battery 

operated robot) is disregarded in this case being robot 

operation in the water current is extremely demanding and 

risky task that requires steering by wire using power-cord 

supply. Because of that, the underwater ROV is always 

connected to the basis station. An AC/DC electric generator 

installed on the basis station provides enough energy to the 

robot by use of the buoyant-neutral power cord. 

Corresponding optical cable is used for signal and video 

transmission from the robot to the basis station.      
Robot is requested to have fine mobility and 

maneuverability in the water to represents a dexterous 
underwater device capable to accomplish different underwater 
tasks. That assumes the robot can move in all directions: up 
and down, forward and backward, right and left, and twisting 
about the vertical axis of symmetry. Visibility in the river water 
is commonly less than 1-2 m. Due to these conditions robot has 
to be equipped with underwater low-light sensitive cameras 
and forward sonar sensorthat can enable reliable navigation and 
motion in low visibility conditions. Principle of operation of 
the underwater robotic system is presented in Fig. 1. 

IV. MECHANICAL DESIGN 

Mechanical design of underwater robot needs to satisfy 

strict requirements of hydrodynamics, buoyancy stability in 

conditions of strong water current and drags, balance of 

masses with aim to enable reliable hovering and laminar 

motion (dive and ascent accomplishing), fine maneuver 

capabilities in restricted task space, etc. (Figs. 2a and 2b). 

Robot has the supporting system (flappers, Fig. 2a) to enable 

reliable landing to the river bottom but also to improve 

horizontal stability.Shape of the underwaterrobotis optimized 

in sense to have minimal hydrodynamicresistance(Fig. 3). 

Robotis similar to thefish having a flattenedbody[6].Two 

flexible poly-articulated robotic arms are integrated into the 

mechanical structure, too. The arms have length of1.2meach, 

which provides relativelylargeworkspace for underwater tasks. 

Six robust thruster motors (Figs. 2a and 2b) move robot in 6 

coordinate directions. The first group of motors (Th-1, Th-2 

and Th-3) is mounted horizontally and it isparallelwiththe 

longitudinalaxis of robot body. These thrusters are 

responsiblefor forward-backward robot movingand for 

robotrotationaround the vertical axispassing through thecenter 

of mass ofrobotbodyand also partially responsible 

forrotationabout the system pitch axis. The second group of 

motors (Th-4, Th-5 and Th-6) ismountedvertically. They are 

distributed, twoon the sidesand onein the tail. Thesemotors are 

responsible for robotup and down moving but they also 

providerotationabout the roll-axis.The tailmotor(that ensures 

horizontal stability) partially affects therotational 

movementabout the system pitch-axis. The robot ventral 

fins(flappers, Fig. 2) havea dual role: (i) to 

improvehorizontalstabilityof the system and(ii) to serveas 

thebackbone-the landing gearwhen robot descending to 

theriver bottom. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Principle of operation of the ROV – underwater robot. 

The robot body is made of composite materials (fiber glass 

textile and epoxy resin as bonding material) which have 

sufficient strength, durability and ability of fine modeling 

(shaping). Robot geometry proportion was made according to 

the ―golden ratio‖. It is specific relationship between two 

quantities meaning:two quantities are in the ―golden ratio‖ if 

their ratio is the same as the ratio of their sum to the larger of 

the two quantitiesa andb. 

 
   

 
 

 

 
                                      (1) 

 

The hydro-dynamically optimized shape of the 

underwaterrobot(Fig. 2)istested upon the drag forces by 

modeling inSolidWorks. The results of this simulation 

experiment and corresponding streamlines are presented in 

Fig. 3 (case when the streaming speed is 10 km/h and the 

robot keeps its‘ position). 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ratio
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Summation
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Robot propulsion is determined by taking into account 

maximal hydrodynamic drags as well as by simulation of 

robot dynamics. Robot is requested to float against the water 

current of up to 5.5 km/h with floating speed that does not 

overcome 1.0 m/s. Motor thrusters are chosen to ensure 

calculated propulsion but to keep minimal margin of energy 

costs.  

Fig. 2. Underwater robot with its components (a-side view) (b-bottom view). 

 

Fig. 3. Hydrodynamic analysisof the submarine body. 

V. MODELING OF KINEMATICS AND DYNAMICS 

For modeling of ROV‘s kinematics and dynamics, two 

coordinate systems are assumed (Fig. 4): (i) Global coordinate 

systemOXYZ attached to the buoy (Fig. 1). It is set beside to 

the Basis Station whose GPS coordinates can be determined; 

(ii) Local coordinate system Oxyz attached to the mass center 

of the robot body. Robot trajectory is determined as relative 

motion of the local COS with respect to the global system. 

Local and Global coordinate systems are mutually connected 

by a Transformation matrix.  Transformation matrix T 

includes particular matrix of rotation RPY (roll-pitch-yaw) 

and corresponding one translation matrix TRA. Composite 

transformation matrix T can be expressed in the form: 

 

          [

                 
                 
                 
                 

]                 (2) 

 

where the matrix elements are [8]: 

 

                                          

                     

                     

                                                                           (3) 

                     

                     

                   
                                   

 

and   ,       are translational displacements along the 

particular coordinate axes. 

Dynamic model of underwater ROV presented in Fig. 4 

can be defined in the following known general form: 

   ( ) ̈      (   ̇)         ( ) ( ̇)    ( )  



  [                 ]  (5) 

 

where τ represents 6x1 vectors of the generalized forces and 

torques reduced to the MC of robot body. This vector includes 

forces and moments of inertia  ( ) ̈, Centrifugal and Coriolis 

forces/torques    (   ̇), gravity forces/torques  , hydraulic 

thrust forces  upon the submergedrobot mass, hydrodynamic 

drags   ( ) ( ̇)due to the motion resistance in the water 

fluid and certain external payload or impact forces   ( )  

acting upon the system.The state vector   includes 

translational displacements in the longitudinal X, laeral Y and 

vertical Z direction as well as corresponding rotations – roll 

angle φ about longitudinal axis, pitch angle ϴ about lateral 

axis and yaw angle ε about vertical axis. Motor thrust forces 

(5) are calculated from (3) where A is a thruster payload 

distribution matrix. 

Fig. 4. Coordinate systems used in modeling and control of ROV system. 
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Motion of underwater ROV is enabled by use of the set of 

thruster motors (Fig. 2). In spite of that, control of underwater 

robot is not easy task due to a strong influence of 

hydrodynamic drags and viscous friction. Underwater ROV 

represents a dynamic system with significant time-delays. Due 

to this reason, longitudinal robot axis and direction of the 

robot speed orientation vector V do not coincide and due to 

navigation stability it is necessary to keep them as close as 

possible. Certain robot drift always appears with this type of 

dynamic system. The measure of this drift can be assessed by 

taking into account so called side slip angle β. This angle 

represents difference between the yaw angle of robot body ε 

and orientation angle ψ of the speed vector. If the v represents 

vector of the planar robot speed (projection of the vector V in 

the horizontal plane) then the corresponding angles ε and ψ 

are shown in Fig. 5. Now, the angle of the speed vector and 

the side slip angle can be defined in the following way: 

 

  ( )  
 ̇

 ̇
                                          (6) 

 

                                               (7) 

 

VI. CONTROL SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

Remotely operated underwater ROV can be commanded 

manually or operated in automatic regime. In both operation 

regimes, human operator has possibility of remote supervisory 

control and data-acquisition from the basis station. For this 

purpose, corresponding graphical user interface is designed. 

Corresponding images of the GUI screens are presented in 

Figs. 5 – 7.     

 

Fig. 5. Speed of water streaming s, robot speed vector v orientation and 

direction of  the longitudinal robot axis determined by yaw angle ε.  

Graphical interface presented in Fig. 5 is aimed to enable 
manual as well automatic tracking of the desired course of 
motion (azimuth angle) defined by angle ε. Planar speed vector 
v is determined by its orientation (angle ψ) and magnitude. 
Speed of ROV is limited to 7.5 km/h and depends on speed of 
water streaming. Water speed vector s is also presented in the 
graph. Operator is in charge to find the best strategy of 

guidance in order to minimize hydrodynamic drags. The worst 
case is to move ROV against the water course.  

Underwater ROV is semi-autonomous system. It can move 
free in the operation range of 50 m far from the basis station. 
Human operator imposes in manual regime speed, course 
(direction) and depth of robot floating. By use of graphical 
interface presented in Figs 5 and 6, operator is enabled to track 
system motion in a similar way as airplanes are observed from 
a flight control center. In the same time, the depth D of floating 
is also monitored as presented in Fig. 7.   

 

Fig. 6. Graphical presentation of ROV's trajectory in horizontal plane with 

respect to the position of Basis station. 

Fig. 7. Presentation of ROV‘s position in vertical plane with respect to the 
water surface and river bottom. 

In a manual regime of guidance, human operator is required 
to adapt speed of motion to avoid obstacles, water vortexes, 
opposite water current, etc. Also, operator tracks desired course 
(azimuth ε) and keeps orientation of speed vector to be co-
linear to the longitudinal axis of ROV. In such a way operator 
can achieve better floating dynamics and smooth motion. It is 
very delicate task having in mind that water current can cause 
significant difficulties in manual guidance [9,10].     
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Fig. 8. Hybrid model-based and knowledge-based control block-scheme of underwater ROV system with main components.  

 

 

In the automatic regime, human operator is expected to 

impose desired cruising speed of motion v, depth of floating 

Dtowards the goalandgoal position whose GPS coordinates 

and depth are known in advance. It is the case when we plan 

to send the robot to the position that has been already visited 

previously and need to reach again. Control system 

architecture that can meet the accuracy and repeatability is 

shown in Fig. 8. Control system has two feedback loops – 

interior and exterior. Exterior feedback assumes signals and 

information acquired from the sensorial system that includes: 

(i) acceleration in the particular coordinate directions – 

longitudinal, lateral and perpendicular, (ii) gyroscope angles – 

roll, pitch and yaw, (iii) depth (robot position with respect to 

the water surface), (iv) distance to obstacles potentially 

coming in collision, and (v) relative water flux (relative speed 

of motion with respect to the water current).  Interior feedback 

loop represents servo control loop to enable accurate operation 

of thruster motors. 

Proposed control system presented in Fig. 8 represents 

hybrid system that consists of a model-based and a 

knowledge-based control block. The model-based block is 

designed as dynamic control algorithm that takes into account 

main dynamic effects included in the model (4). The control 

algorithm can be written in the following from: 

 

   ( )[  ̈    ( ̇    ̇)    (    )]   (   ̇)  (8)  

 

 (   ̇)      (   ̇)         ( ) ( ̇)    ( ) (9) 

 

where   and   are diagonal 6x1 gain matrices and  (   ̇) is 

the expression that includes different dynamic effects gathered 

together in model (4). Nominal trajectory is marked by   . 

Fuzzy compenzator is added to the system (Fig. 8) in order 

to ensure smooth motion and desired control robustness of the 

system in presence of model structural and parameteric 

uncertaincies. Generalized forces τ, calculated as the sum of 

the control outputs    and    from the model-based and 

knowledge-based control block, are calculated in such a way 

to ensure desired motion accuracy and dynamic performances 

in presence of system perturbations. Fuzzy compensator at its 

output determines generalized forces that additionally stabilize 

robot in sense of minimization angular drifts due to the strong 

hydrodynamic drags and viscous friction in the system. Inputs 

to 

the fuzzy block are side slip angle and its derivative 

determined from (6) and (7).   

 

Fig. 9. Fuzzy compensator inputs and output. 

Calculated generalized forces τ from (8) have to be re-

calculated into the corresponding generalized forces   acting 

in the MC of robot body and directed along or around the 

main axes of inertia x, y and z. From the vector  ,determined 

in the Local coordinate system Oxyz,particular thrust forces 

           to be generated by robot motors can be 

determined. This procedure is presented by relations (10)-(12) 

taking into account Matrix of transformation defined in (2). 

         

     

  [                 ] 

Where   is 6x1 Payload distribution matrix whose elements 

are position vectors of centers of the particular thrust motors 

Th-1 … Th-6. (Fig. 2). By appropriate positionig robotic 

thrust motors it is possible to obtain optimal thrust and driving 

capabilities.   

VII. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS 

In order to justify robot mechanical and control design as well 

as in order to identify power requirements, corresponding 

model simulation was accomplished.  

To test robot dynamics in motion through water a stream, 

it was chosen a path (Fig. 10) which includes: dive (segment I-

II, 10 seconds), the movement in the longitudinal direction 

(segment II-III, 10 sec.), the upward movement in the vertical 

direction (segment III-IV, 5 sec.), sliding sideways in the 

horizontal plane (segment IV-V, 5 sec.), diagonal movement 
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in the horizontal plane (segment V-VI, 5 sec.) and inclined 

buoyant movement (segment VI-VII, 5 sec). Robot diving 

speed along trajectory is shown in Fig. 11a. 

By analysis the results presented in Figs. 10-12,  

appropriate thrust motors KZ-25K and KZ-12K were chosen 

from [7]. Required power of the thrust motors Th-1 to Th-3 is 

1000 W and corresponding maximal thrust force 25 kg. Power 

of the motors Th-4 to Th-6 is 400 W with maximal thrust 

force of 12 kg. The chosen motors satisfy criterion of power 

and enable robot motion in conditions of deep water streeming 

of 5.0 km/h. Realization of motion in particular directions 

require synchronized operation of thrusters being the robot 

dynamics is coupled.  

Fig. 10. Robot trajectory considered in the simulation experiment. 

 

Fig. 11. Robot speed along the considered robot trajectory. 

 

Fig. 12. Thrust froces generated at the particular thruster motors that enables 

robot diving along the trajectory presented in Fig. 10. 
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